DATA-DRIVEN
OUTCOMES
INTRODUCING cFIVE SOLUTIONS
cFive™ Solutions was founded in 1999 as Capita

cFive is led by an executive team that has more than

Technologies, a systems integrator and developer of

110 years of experience working with and for criminal

custom software and mission critical applications for

justice agencies, and are authorities in delivering

large government agencies. Over time, the company

solutions for community corrections agencies.

developed an expertise in community corrections by
partnering with state and county agencies to develop

Throughout our history, we’ve made it a priority to

solutions for their specific needs and consult with them

work with our customers and industry experts to

to solve their most rigorous problems.

learn about their challenges, concerns, and desired
outcomes. We’re focused on delivering solutions that

Today, cFive provides unique, data-driven solutions for

address them. We don’t profess to know it all, but we

some of the largest and most progressive supervision

do know when we work together to improve agency

agencies, by enhancing their decision-making with

effectiveness, reduce recidivism and keep communities

simplified, powerful, and insightful software. Our solutions

safe, we all win.

connect people with data, helping them reduce
recidivism, improve lives, and keep communities safe.
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Selected to help LA
County implement,
integrate and enhance
their Probation Case
Management software
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Decides to build proprietary
Supervision Management
product, called CapitaCase
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Begins design of new
product, Catalyst

First state
customer

2016

Changes name to
cFive; Launches
Catalyst product
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First customer
for CapitaCase
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Capita Technologies
founded
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Selected to design
new custom probation
and juvenile detention
solution for LA County
for 5,000 users

Spotlight Equity investment,
increases management team
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Introducing the next generation
of community corrections software

FIRST GENERATION

SECOND GENERATION

THIRD GENERATION

FOURTH GENERATION

Legal Tracking
System

Electronic Filing
Cabinet

Workflow-Driven
System

Data-Driven
System

Extensions of court
systems, the first
generation of supervision
systems gave agencies
the ability to track court
records and filings.

These new systems gave
agencies the ability to capture
a much broader array of
information and store it for
later analysis and reporting.

With the introduction of
workflows, CapitaCase brought
about the third generation
of community corrections
system: the workflow-driven
case management system.

The data-driven system builds
on the previous generations,
and moves beyond collecting
and reporting on data to
generating actionable insights,
enabling agencies to optimize
operations and dynamically
improve decision making.

What we do
cFive’s data-driven system connects the critical
five elements that work together to reduce
recidivism, and keep communities safe.

The Agency
The department or organization
that provides supervision
services

Providers
Individuals, vendors and
agencies that provide support
services including programs,
classes, counseling, and other
services

Community
Our community, represented
by elected officials and
legislators

Data
The three types of data needed
to generate insights that make a
difference: descriptive data, individual
data, and program data

The Client
The individual themself, who
plays a critical role in their own
rehabilitation

cFive’s solutions enable agencies to move beyond compliance by facilitating
automatic data collection, enabling remote client communication and tracking
supporting evidence-based practices, providing outcome-oriented reporting, and,
delivering the data and insights to improve individual and program-level outcomes.

Our products

cFiveTM Supervisor moves your agency beyond case
management with the visibility to better manage
operations and improve outcomes.
cFive Supervisor is a data-driven management
system that improves agency efficiency, client
outcomes, and helps agencies implement EvidenceBased Practices in a single, easy-to-use system.
•	Built-in assessments, programming, and
case planning
• Incentives, sanctions, and technical violations
• Intake and contact wizards
• Robust client profiles, including drug and
alcohol, and legal case files
• Detention and housing
• Complete support for juvenile justice needs
•	Powerful reports and agency
management tools

cFive Catalyst is a mobile collaborative
rehabilitation platform designed to improve
caseworker oversight and client accountability
and rehabilitation.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Managed calendars
Configurable, automated contacts
On-demand GPS-supported check-ins
Secure two-way messaging
Bio-factor authentication
Integrated financial portal

Other Applications
All cFive applications can be deployed alone, or as part of an integrated system.

cFive Housing

cFive Provider Portal

cFive Financial

A fully-featured
detention and corrections
management solution.

A vendor portal and
management system.

A complete trust
accounting system.

Full support along the way

Deploy On-Site or In The Cloud
Our on-premises installations
are lightweight and help agencies
satisfy regulatory requirements.
Or choose flexibility and savings
by deploying cFiveTM solutions in a
secure private cloud environment.
Either way, when it comes to
deployment options, cFive can fit
your agency’s needs.

Unsurpassed Service

World-Cass Support

Community Corrections is your
specialty. Providing software and
services for community corrections
agencies is ours. For community
corrections agencies to get the
most from their cFive applications,
the cFive Customer Success team
provides the knowledge, proven
methodology, and resources for
a successful deployment that
becomes a signature achievement.

At cFive, our passion for our
customers drives our Customer
Support excellence. Our enthusiasm
and deep technical and industry
experience have earned us a
reputation for prompt, effective
responses to our customers’ needs.
Well beyond a typical call center,
we offer multiple channels for
customer support including phone,
email and cFive Connect, our
exclusive online support portal
that provides easy access to a
vast array of support tools and
product documentation.

Improve outcomes today
Contact us to schedule a demo, and learn more
about how you can unlock the power of your
agency’s data to improve operations and client
outcomes with cFive Solutions.
Contact us to schedule
your demonstration.
1-949-260-3000
sales@cfive.com
www.cfive.com
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